The delivery of mechanical power, a crucial component of animal motion, is constrained by the universal compromise between force and velocity of its constituent molecular systems 1, 2 . Here we demonstrate a switchable power amplifier in the elastic proteins that comprise contractile tissues. Elastic proteins are typically very large and composed of tandem repeats of individually folded domains [3] [4] [5] , which unfold and extend under force and readily refold when the force is quenched. Cryptic cysteine residues are common in elastic proteins like titin where they can oxidize to form intra-domain disulfide bonds, limiting the extensibility of an unfolding domain [6] [7] [8] . However, the functional significance of disulfide-bonds in elastic proteins remains unknown and may be fundamental to tissue mechanics. Here we use ultra-stable magnetic tweezers force spectroscopy 9, 10 to study the elasticity of a disulfide bonded modular titin protein operating in the physiological range, with the ability to control the oxidation state of the protein in real time. We show that the midpoint folding probability of the parent Ig domain reversibly shifts from 4.0 pN to 12.8 pN upon oxidation. In this force range, the folding contraction dominates the elastic recoil of the protein, delivering stepwise mechanical work which depends on the oxidation state in an all-or-none manner. For example, the output power of a folding contraction at 6 pN goes from 0 zW to 6,000 zW upon introduction of the disulfide bond. This large amount of power is delivered by folding at forces where single molecular motors are typically stalled. We explain our results with a simple polymer model where the extensibility of the protein is determined in a binary form by the presence or absence of the disulfide bond. Our results demonstrate, for the first time, the functional significance of disulfide bonds as potent power amplifiers in proteins operating under force.
Mechanical systems are defined by their force-velocity relationship, which measures the magnitude of the work they perform and the rate at which they deliver it. This physics holds true on scales ranging from man-made machines down to single molecule actuators and determines the peak power that can be delivered by a mechanical system 1 . In biological organisms, the magnitude of the mechanical power delivered determines the timescales on which it can respond to its environment, for example to evade a predator or to capture a prey. For these reasons, evolution has driven biological systems to optimize their power delivery. We know of many molecular scale actuators such as motors [11] [12] [13] , filament torsion 14, 15 , assembly 16, 17 and disassembly 18 that can deliver surprisingly large amounts of mechanical power on the scale of about ~1000 zW per molecule. Mechanical power scales in networks of these molecules, reaching levels that are compatible with the environment of the organism 2 . Thus, delivery of mechanical power is a central issue in understanding biological design, but very little is known about what dictates the mechanics at a molecular level in these power delivery systems. One important addition was the discovery that protein folding does a large amount of mechanical work, on par with that measured in other molecular systems 9, 19 . However, the force-velocity relationship for protein folding has never been measured and the power capabilities of a foldingdriven molecular actuator remain unknown. Titin, the giant elastic protein of muscle tissues is a likely candidate for being an important source of mechanical power derived from folding 20 . A unique characteristic of titin is that the majority of the tandem Ig domains of its elastic region are disulfide bonded, yet the role of disulfide bonds in power delivery is unknown 6, 7 . Here we use ultra-fast single molecule magnetic tweezers to determine the force-velocity relationship of folding from a short, disulfide-bonded titin segment, and demonstrate that oxidation of a single disulfide bond in the core of the protein boosts the power delivery from folding in an all-or-none manner thus acting as a power switch.
The magnetic tweezers instrument provides a natural way for probing the force-velocity relationship of a nanomechanical system because it supplies a constant-force field along with high resolution tracking of folding trajectories. Here we measure the force-velocity relationship of a tandem modular protein construct containing eight repeats of cardiac titin Ig domain I27 with two cysteines that can form a single disulfide bond. The eight identical repeats of the I27 domain in the expressed construct generate an unambiguous fingerprint upon unfolding. In the oxidized form (I27 OXD ), the formed disulfide limits the extension of the amino acid backbone upon unfolding ( Figure 1A ), resulting in 11 nm upwards steps as each Ig domain unfolds up to its disulfide bond ( Figure 1B , blue trace) during the extend pulse. In contrast, the same Ig domains with the reduced disulfide (I27 RED ) demonstrate 25 nm upwards steps, identical to those observed in the wild-type I27 domain ( Figure 1B , red trace). After unfolding, the force is reduced to allow the polypeptide backbone to collapse during the refold pulse. There is a marked difference in the folding trajectories of the reduced and oxidized Ig domains -the reduced Ig domains demonstrate a gradual downward stepwise trajectory, a combination of six downward events and two upwards events, indicating a net total of four folding events. By pulling again at high force in the probe pulse, the four 25 nm unfolding steps confirm the refoldng count. By contrast, the oxidized Ig domain shows immediate collapse during the refolding pulse and eight 11 nm steps during the probe pulse, demonstrating complete refolding.
The oxidation status of the disulfide bond can be controlled in real-time as depicted in the chartrecorder style single molecule trace in Figure 1C . In this experiment, the molecule is first stretched at high force (84 pN) to unfold eight oxidized Ig domains, each with a step size of 11 nm (inset histogram, Fig. 1C ). The force is quenched to 2.8 pN to allow for refolding while a buffer containing 10 mM tris(2-carboxyethyl) phosphine (TCEP) is prepared for exchange into the chamber. Unfolding the molecule again at high force demonstrates eight upwards steps of 11 nm, after which the reducing buffer is introduced through three successive washes of 100 uL, a volume ten-fold higher than the volume contained inside the flow cell. Reduction by TCEP leads to eight successive 14 nm steps caused by cleavage of the disulfide bond and release of the cryptic length sequestered behind the bond ( Figure 1A ). With the reducing agent still present in the solution, the force on the molecule is again quenched to 2.8 pN to allow for refolding. A final probe pulse at 84 pN demonstrates eight 25 nm steps -indicating complete refolding of the protein in its reduced state.
This assay was used to determine the folding probability of the oxidized versus reduced Ig domain over a wide range of forces. After unfolding the I27 OXD construct using an extend pulse, the refolding force was clamped at a force ranging from 5-18 pN for 100 s, after which the probe pulse revealed how many domains had folded (Figure 2A ). The I27 OXD domains experienced very little refolding at 15.3 pN, occasionally one domain per octamer, but exhibit 7 folding events at a refolding force of 10.6 pN. The step sizes observed during the refolding pulse scale according to the freely-jointed chain (FJC) polymer model 21 and match the previously reported value for contour length 22 , 12.7 nm, with a slightly larger Kuhn length of 0.70 nm that is a better fit in the low force regime explored by the magnetic tweezers ( Figure 2C ). After obtaining the data from the oxidized domain, the protein was reduced with 10 mM TCEP, which was kept in solution to prevent spontaneous re-oxidation or unwanted side reactions of the two reduced cysteine residues while measuring the folding probability. The I27 RED construct showed dramatically different folding trajectories, requiring forces as low as 5 pN to begin refolding, and forces down to 2.5 pN for complete refolding of all eight domains ( Figure 2B ). These size of refolding events also demonstrated scaling with the FJC model, with a Kuhn length of 1.27 nm, and a contour length of 28.4 nm ( Figure 1C , red curve). The folding probability as a function of force demonstrates a large, 8.4 pN shift in the midpoint of the folding probability according to the fit with a sigmoid curve (Supplementary Methods). This shift is clearly demonstrated by the data, which shows rapid refolding of the I27 OXD domains at a force of 10.6 pN, but rather slow refolding from I27 RED at a force of 4.3 pN. The cause of this increase in the folding kinetics and lowering of the refolding barrier may arise from either the reduced entropy of the backbone imposed by the presence of the disulfide bond or perhaps some residual structure in the peptide loop delimited by the disulfide bond that serves to nucleate folding.
From these measurements, it is not immediately clear if presence of an extension-limiting disulfide bond will increase or decrease the mechanical work delivered by a folding Ig domain because higher folding forces and smaller step sizes have opposite effects on work delivery. The maximum work can be calculated simply as the product of the applied load and the mean step size at that force. However in the force range explored for titin folding, there is an equilibrium between folding and unfolding steps, so the net amount of work delivered by folding a single titin Ig domain is equal to the maximum work (empty squares, Figure 3 ) times the folding probability (empty diamonds, Figure 3 ). This quantity is called < >, the expected value of the work output 9 (solid circles, Figure 3 ). The I27 RED folding process generates a peak < > of only 25.6 zJ at 4.2 pN whereas I27 OXD folding work peaks at a value of 63.9 zJ and 11.7 pN (Figure 3 , solid curve). Oxidation of the single disulfide bond in this protein therefore doubles the magnitude of the expected work performed Ig domain folding. Although these work values are on the same order of magnitude as other molecular actuators, a better assessment of the relevance of protein folding on a physiological scale is the rate at which the energy is delivered.
During a muscle contraction, force development occurs within milliseconds after activation of the muscle fiber 23 , redistributing some of the load from titin to the crossbridges themselves. Here we aim to mimic these force changes in titin using ultra-fast force quenches to determine if there is significant power output from titin on the relevant timescales ( Figure 4A ). After a high force extend pulse at 80 pN, the force was ramped down to 16 pN over the course of 0.5 seconds, where I27 OXD does not fold ( Figure 2C ). After settling at 16 pN for 1 second, the magnets were stepped as quickly as possible (~5 ms) to provide a force in the range of 2-10 pN. Tracking of the protein trajectory after these very fast force quenches permits a measurement of the power output due to protein folding. As seen in Figure 4A , the folding trajectories are so rapid that it is difficult to distinguish individual folding steps. The change in length at 16 pN before and after the force quench, as well as the presence of eight steps in the final probe pulse (not shown), indicate complete refolding of the protein construct. The force ranges over which the folding kinetics could be tracked were 3-10 pN for I27 OXD or 2-3 pN for I27 RED . The lag introduced by changing the magnet position and the amplitude of the folding contraction were the limiting factors at lower forces. The effective shortening rate during the refolding pulse was determined by fitting a single exponential to the trajectory (inset, Figure 4A ). The amplitude of the exponential was fixed to eight times the step size as predicted by the freely-jointed chain model ( Figure 2D) , thereby excluding the entropic collapse of the polymer due to the change in force. The observed rate constants are plotted for both the oxidized and reduced forms of the protein are shown in Figure 4B , blue and red data points, respectively. The folding rates are fit with a modified exponential model that takes into account the free energy of a polypeptide 24, 25 modeled as a freely-jointed chain polymer extended up to the pulling force:
Here ∆ ( is the contour length and ? is the Kuhn length as determined from the previous fits to the freely jointed chain. The curvature of the folding rates due to movement of the folding transition state with force is well accounted for by this model (dashed fits, Figure 7B ). In a mechanics experiment used to determine the force-velocity relationship of muscle, shortening velocities are recorded after a small step change in the load. The muscle fiber typically exhibits <100 nm shortening per half sarcomere over tens of milliseconds [26] [27] [28] . Therefore we consider the initial shortening velocity, F , of a titin molecule as the physiologically relevant measurable here. The velocity, F , is the slope of the folding trajectory at time zero and is calculated from the amplitude of the exponential fit multiplied by the force dependent folding rate, given by
where is the number of folding domains and &'( is the force dependent step size of folding calculated from the freely jointed chain. Unlike the force-velocity relationship of muscle, which does not have a maximum according to the hyperbolic Hill equation, the force-velocity relationship shown here is peaked due to the rapidly diminishing folding step size as the force approaches zero. Despite the contour length of the I27 OXD being less than half that of the reduced domain, the incredibly accelerated folding rate causes the folding velocity of I27 OXD to be ~300-fold higher at a force of 3 pN. From these data, the power output can be easily calculated by multiplying the applied force by the measured shortening velocity.
The power output of this disulfide bonded titin construct reaches much higher than any other protein ever observed, up to 5,870 zW measured at a pulling force of 4 pN, with a predicted peak power of 6,530 zW at a force of 3.6 pN according to the fit by equation (3). By contrast, the largest power output measured from the reduced domains reaches only to 21 zW at a force of 2.5 pN. This is comparable to, but slightly under the power output estimated from the wild type I27 and I10 domains (neither contain a disulfide bond), which reach approximately 200 zW. From these measurements it is clear that the disulfide bond acts as a switch that doubles the amount of work done by folding, but is able to boost the power output of folding by several orders of magnitude.
Cysteine chemistry plays a very broad yet poorly understood role in regulation of cytoskeletal mechanics, and there is no elastic tissue where cysteines are more highly concentrated than in muscle. The dense packing of proteins in the sarcomere creates an environment where the local concentration of protein thiols reaches into the millimolar range, and is thus competing with antioxidant thiols for modification by reactive oxygen species. In muscle tissue, oxidation of cysteines of the ryanodine receptor alters calcium release dynamics [29] [30] [31] , and ROS mediated Sglutathionylation of protein thiols in myosin, titin, myosin binding protein C, troponin, and actin have all been demonstrated to alter muscle mechanics and calcium sensitivity 32 . Here we have demonstrated that disulfide bonding is a switch-like regulator of the power output from Ig domain folding, converting a soft and extensible polypeptide into a potent power-delivery device. At a force of 6 pN, the reduced protein domain is completely unable to fold ( Figure 2B ). Simple oxidation of the disulfide bond allows the protein to fold at the same force of 6 pN with a predicted step size of 4 nm, each step thus delivering 24 zJ of work. With an initial folding velocity of 1,000 nm/s, this equates to a power delivery of 6,000 zW. The switch like behavior reported here is easily tuned by the redox status of the muscle, which changes with exercise, stress, and ischemia. Most importantly, oxidation of the disulfide bond aligns the folding forces and velocities with those observed in myosin II motors. Single molecule optical tweezers experiments show that single myosin II power strokes generate steps of 12 nm and forces of 3.4 pN on average 13 . Other studies using ensembles of myosins to enable continuous sliding against a pulling force report velocities of 500 nm/s at forces of 3 pN per motor 33 . Harnessing the chemical potential energy of ATP is only one means by which animals power their motion; storage of gravitational potential energy and inertia in elastic proteins such as the Ig domains studied here creates a hybrid mechanical system that can be tapped to deliver explosive levels of power through the synergy of protein folding and mechanochemical cycling of the myosin. It is therefore highly likely that the unique material properties of elastic proteins, which we have demonstrated here, are used to power motion in heretofore undiscovered molecular and cellular systems.
Methods Summary
Instrumentation and protein purification: All single molecule magnetic tweezers experiments were performed as described previously, utilizing HaloTag chemistry for attachment to the glass and biotin-streptavidin for attachment to superparamagnetic beads 9, 10 . The octameric I27 DNA constructs were assembled as described previously 8 . I27 OXD was modified to contain an Nterminal SpyCatcher 34 and a C-terminal AviTag (Avidity). The protein was purified by Ni-NTA affinity and incubated overnight with 0.03% H2O2 to induce disulfide formation. Buffer was exchanged via dialysis for the biotinylation reaction, followed by gel filtration as described previously 35 . The octamer protein was finally reacted with a HaloTag-SpyTag construct, purified via Ni-NTA affinity and gel filtration. Single molecule recordings: A solution containing ~10 nM I27 OXD was added to the flow cell for 20 minutes and was washed out with an experimental buffer consisting of PBS buffer pH 7.4 containing 10 mM ascorbate to prevent nonspecific oxidation of cysteine thiols and other side chains 36 . Streptavidin beads blocked were blocked the previous night with 1% BSA in PBS, which was exchanged to the experimental PBS/ascorbate buffer immediately before the experiment. 50 uL of the streptavidin beads were flowed through the chamber and allowed to settle on the bottom coverslip, after which the permanent magnets were brought down to a resting position that applies 4 pN to the beads. . While the rate of folding of the reduced polyprotein at 4 pN is slow, oxidation greatly accelerates the folding rate, driving it to completion at the same force. The increased folding probability at 4 pN is measured from the number of steps recovered with a probe pulse at 84 pN (red trace 4, blue trace 8). (C) The status of a single polyprotein can be easily changed from oxidized to reduced by introducing a reducing agent into the solution (TCEP), while the polyprotein is fully unfolded, exposing its thiols to the solution.
Step size histograms record the changes observed from extending a fully oxidized polyprotein (11.4 +/-2.1 nm); immediately after addition of TCEP (14.6 +/-1.6 nm) and after refolding the resulting fully reduced polyprotein (25.6 +/-2.2 nm).
Figure 3:
Oxidation increases the work done by protein folding and shifts its peak to higher forces. We calculate the expected value of the work delivered by folding steps as the product of folding work times the folding probability. The expected value of the folding work delivered by a reduced Ig domain peaks at force of 3.5 pN with a value of 25.6 zJ (solid red line), calculated by multiplying the reduced folding probability (empty red squares, dashed line) times the reduced folding work (empty red diamonds, dashed line). Oxidation causes large effects on the mechanical work delivered by protein folding: the expected value of the folding work delivered by an oxidized Ig domain is now 2.5 times bigger (63.9 zJ) and peaks at 11 pN (solid blue line; from the oxidized folding probability (empty blue diamonds, dashed line) times the oxidized folding work (empty blue squares, dashed line). However, in both cases, the delivery of the folding work at their peak is very slow due to measured folding kinetics.
Figure 4: Oxidation acts as a power switch controlling the delivery of protein folding work. (A)
Force protocol for measuring fast folding contractions at forces where the folding probability is always one. A fully extended oxidized polyprotein is first quenched to 16 pN, where no folding occurs. A rapid quench follows, resulting into a brief elastic recoil and a very fast folding contraction. A subsequent increase of the force up to 16 pN reveals a much shorter extension, marking the folding of all eight domains. The speed of the folding contraction increases greatly as the force of the quench is reduced. The folding contractions are fit with a single exponential to measure the folding rate. (B) Shows the force dependency of the folding rate for oxidized domains (blue squares) and reduced domains (red squares). The dashed lines correspond to fits using equation 1. (C) Force dependency of the initial velocity of the folding contraction ( 0 ), measured as the amplitude of the contraction divided by its time constant (inset, panel A). The dashed lines correspond to fits from fits from equation 2. (D) the power delivered by the folding contraction is then calculated as 0 • . The dashed lines are fits of equation 3. The figure shows that oxidation of the polyprotein increases the peak output power of its folding contraction by more than 300 fold, reaching ~ 6600 zW. Data was averaged from n=5 molecules for I27 OXD and from n=3 molecules for I27 RED .
